By Daryn Martin, Training Coordinator

Change is in
the Air – A
Look at the
Lead and
Copper Rule
Revisions

T

oday is September 2, my son’s
5th birthday. Change is in the
air. The morning feels very
autumnal. I’m sitting on the deck with
my laptop computer and although it
feels like fall, it will be 95 degrees this
afternoon. But you can still feel the
change in the air. I get emotional when
thinking about my youngest turning a
year older. It makes me feel five years
older.
A recent training session was held at
Rock Springs Ranch 4-H Center south
of Junction City. Rock Springs Ranch
has been visited by 4-Hers for
generations. An operator in attendance
remarked that we were using the same
plates he’d used as a boy in that same
cafeteria. “It’s nice that some things
don’t change,” he said. Amen.
Later that same day, I ruined the
good mood for everyone by bringing
up the changes coming with the Lead
and Copper Rule Revisions (LCRR) at
a KRWA training session. As a water
professional, if seeing your youngest
child have another birthday doesn’t
make you feel five years older, LCRR
definitely will. I'm about to ruin your
day if you were blissfully unaware of
what is in store for your water system.
I apologize.

A review of the LCR
I don’t know anyone who is
opposed to getting the lead out. The
original Lead and Copper Rule (LCR)
was published in 1991 due to lead’s
tragic affect on children’s
development. Lead gets into the water
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from corrosion of lead water lines,
faucets and fixtures. Water systems
were required to perform an evaluation
on their system materials and identify
any areas that were at risk for lead
exposure. The sampling schedule was
intense. Many systems in Kansas
added corrosion control to their
treatment processes to ensure their
water was not corrosive. Lead service
lines (LSLs) were replaced by Millions
of dollars’ worth of replacement
projects. Then, in April 2015, the Flint,
Michigan water treatment plant
switched water sources, resulting in
very corrosive finished water that
dissolved lead from an aging
distribution system into the water.
Tragic, irreversible damage was done
to tens of thousands of children in that
city. Regulatory reports were falsified,
lies were told, fingers were pointed
and charges were filed.
Fast forward to January of 2021.
Despite the 78,000 or so comments on
the draft version, EPA released the
LCRR with no changes. There was no
major announcement from KDHE, so
many water suppliers in Kansas were
unaware of any changes. The purpose
of this article is to briefly explain what

changes are coming for water systems
and how to begin to navigate those
changes. This is not intended to be a
deep dive into the rule. If you are
restless one night, you can find and
read the entire LCRR at
www.Regulations.gov. Keep in mind,
EPA is working on an even newer
version of the rule, the Lead and
Copper Rule Improvements (LCRI)
with a release expected in fall of 2023,
so even MORE changes are to come.
The first thing to know is that the
LCRR applies to every community
water system. The compliance date for
the rule is October 15, 2024. Even if a
water system has no lead or copper in
its distribution system, the system still
must comply. The LCRR contains
Action Levels (AL) for lead and
copper. The current AL for lead is
0.015 parts per million (ppm) or 15
parts per billion (ppb). The new rule
also contains a Trigger Level (TL) for
lead at 10 ppb. Systems exceeding the
TL will have additional monitoring
and treatment requirements. The AL
for copper is 1.3 ppm or 1300 ppb. The
LCRR does not have many changes to
the “Copper” part of the rule,
thankfully.
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An AL exceedance does not equate
to a violation. Compliance is based on
the 90th percentile, meaning that 10
percent of compliance samples must
exceed the AL before getting into
trouble. If your system takes ten (10)
samples, the 9th highest result is the
one that matters. If a water system’s
90th percentile sample exceeds the lead
AL, they must distribute public notice,
increase sampling frequency and look
at installing or optimizing corrosion
control treatment. If any individual
sample exceeds 15 ppb for lead, the
water system must take a follow-up
sample and assess the location to find
the lead. Systems with AL exceedances
will also have Lead Service Line
Replacement (LSLR) requirements.
Sample locations with known LSLs
will be required to sample a “First” and
“Fifth” liter sample to test for lead in
both the household plumbing and the
service line.
All water systems must test for lead
in 20 percent of elementary schools
and licensed daycare facilities
connected to the water system each
year until all are sampled or have
declined to participate. Under the
LCRR, a water system’s

“certifications”, KDHE-speak for the
signed papers that they must get in
Topeka to be compliant, will increase
from two (2) certifications to 22!
KDHE has a plan to simplify the
process, but there will be a lot more
signatures required under LCRR.
Fortunately, for most water systems,
the sampling procedures will not
change much with the new rule. Some
of those details may change, and there
is a lot more on the sampling portion of
the LCRR. Those details will come in
the weeks and months leading up to the
October 2024 compliance date. Let’s
focus on what requirements are in the

The LCRR includes the
LSL Inventory (LSLI)
requirements. All
community water
systems are required to
inventory every service
line in their
distribution system.

LCRR that EPA says will not change.
The goal of the LCRR is to get the
lead out. In order for water systems to
replace lead lines, they must know
where they are. The LCRR includes the
LSL Inventory (LSLI) requirements.
All community water systems are
required to inventory every service line
in their distribution system. The
customer’s materials, the service line
and interior plumbing materials are
also required to be known. There’s a lot
packed into those few sentences. Let’s
start from the beginning.
KDHE is responsible for enforcing
the LCRR rules in Kansas, they have
created a spreadsheet that water
systems must use for their LSLI. Go to
https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/547/LeadCopper-Rule to download the required
spreadsheet. Filling out the spreadsheet
is going to be quite a task. This thing is
26 columns across, one for each letter
in the alphabet. The depth of the
spreadsheet will depend on how many
connections are on the water system.
My RWD has 379 connections, so our
spreadsheet will be 379 rows deep.
Each connection must be included in
the inventory. Let’s go through this
thing like the alphabet!
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A 26column spreadsheet!
Column A is the water system ID.
This is the official regulatory ID
number for the water system. They all
begin with “KS” followed by seven
digits: KS20XXXXX. The ID number
can be found on most official KDHE
documentation, but a call to the local
KDHE District Office will give you
the information pretty efficiently.
Column B is a system-specific ID that
water systems can use if they want to
identify the service lines by something
other than the service address. There
are no requirements on using Column
B, it is entirely optional. Column C is
the address that the line serves. Pretty
simple so far? The first three columns
can reasonably be completed by 100
percent of water systems.
Hopefully every water system has
adequate records or maps that show
what each main is made of. At this
point in the spreadsheet, a system must
pick from the drop-down list. KDHE
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The above graphic shows the 26column "Lead Service Line Inventory" that is being
requested by KDHE to be completed by every water system for EVERY CUSTOMER
by October 2024.

requires specific answers in the
spreadsheet for uniformity. Column D
wants the material of the water main
the service line is connected to.
Everyone must choose whether the
water main material is: Polyvinyl
Chloride (PVC), Ductile Iron Pipe
(DIP), Cast-Iron Pipe (CIP), Leaded
Joint Cast-Iron, High-Density
Polyethylene (HDPE), Cross-Linked
Polyethylene (PEX) or AsbestosCement (also known as Transite).

Hopefully every water
system has adequate
records or maps that
show what each main
is made of.
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Column E requires the material of the
connector or gooseneck. Again, a water
system must choose from a list.
Connecting material options are: Lead,
Copper, Polyethylene, Other NonLead, and Unknown.
Column F asks the question, “Was
Lead Ever Upstream of This Service?”.
Some studies have shown that
galvanized lines can capture lead
particles released upstream. With this
in mind, EPA treats galvanized pipes
downstream of lead like lead lines. If a
water system does not know what is
upstream of the galvanized pipe, it will
likely be treated as a “Galvanized Line
Needing Replacement”, which is
another wrinkle in the LCRR that may
see changes. The point is, if the water
system cannot identify what is
upstream of the galvanized line, it may
be treated the same as a lead line.

Moving right along, Column G asks
for the materials of the water systemowned portion of the line. Options for
line material construction are: Lead,
Copper, Galvanized Steel, PVC,
HDPE, PEX, Asbestos-Cement or
Other Non-Lead. Hopefully, most
water systems will be able to refer to
the same maps they got their water
main materials information from.
Column H asks if the service line was
lead in the past. Column I requires the
service line size and Column J wants
the year the line was installed. If
current staff or the maps do not contain
the needed information, interview
former employees to see what they
remember. Look at the plans and
specifications for any water main
replacement projects. The project’s
plan may have specs that show what
construction materials were used.
Some water systems use computer
modeling or Artificial Intelligence (AI)
to predict what the construction
materials are. Any critical thinker can
do the same. If water lines in a given
neighborhood were all laid at the same
time and the city has good information
on some of those service lines, it’s
reasonable to assume the other homes
have similar materials.
Now is when things get tricky. The
LCRR requires water systems to find
the same information about the private
side of the service lines. In Kansas,
most water systems have meters
outside on an easement. The utility has
a legal right to dig and work on its
lines. Most systems’ ownership ends at
the water meter, meaning the utility has
no right or authority to break ground
on the privately owned property. Even
so, water systems are being required to
verify the Private Side Service Line:
Material (Column K), Size (Column
L), and Installation Date (Column M).
Some systems may be able to identify
the private line size and material by
looking at the meter setter, however,

many installation procedures include
stubbing out a given number of feet of
pipe for the plumber to hook on to, far
away from the system’s setter. So,
looking at the setter may not work in
all instances.
One of KDHE’s long-term lead and
copper sampling plans is to use their
LSLI spreadsheet as a sampling site
plan. The goal is to use the LSLI
results to ensure systems are sampling
at the proper locations. The LCRR has
Tiers for sampling priority; homes with
lead services and/or interior plumbing
being most critical. The spreadsheet
has requirements for private homes’
internal plumbing. Column N asks for
Building Type: Single Family, MultiFamily, Building or Other. A business,
school, city building, etc., is considered
a Building. LCRR prioritizes Singleand Multi-Family homes as sampling
locations.
Column O asks for Point-Of-Use
(POU) or Point-Of-Entry (POE)

treatment. POU treatment is generally
an under-sink carbon or RO filtration
for drinking water. If a customer is
filtering or treating the water, that
location is not a good sample spot due
to potential water chemistry changes.
POE treatment is usually a softener or
whole-home filtration system. Either
scenario could leave water corrosive
which will likely impact sample
results.
Columns P and Q ask for the
Structure Plumbing Materials. There
are six options for both Primary and
Secondary plumbing materials in the
structure. Column R asks for the Date
Range the Structure Plumbing Material
Was Installed. This column has date
ranges: Before 1989, Between 1989
and 2014, and After 2014. Why are
those dates relevant? The Lead Ban,
prohibiting the use of lead in public
water supplies and any plumbing
connected to those systems, went into
effect in June of 1988. Any plumbing
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installed before 1989 has a
chance of being leaded. In 2014,
the Reduction of Lead in
Drinking Water Act, reduced the
allowable lead content in brass
and alloys that come into contact
with drinking water to less than
0.25 percent. Any plumbing
installed after 2014 should meet
the new definition of Lead Free.
I’m not defending these
definitions, just attempting to
explain them.
Where does a water system
even begin to get information on
private plumbing materials? This
is quite an ask of the Federal
Government. KRWA has created
a Lead Service Line Inventory
Survey that water systems can
download from
www.krwa.net/downloads. The
survey is intended to inform
customers of the regulatory
requirements facing the water
system and plead for their
participation. If the customer gives a friendly
one-fingered salute, document that and move
on. There is too much work involved in the
LSLI to get bogged down on customers who
refuse to inform the water system.
Column S asks if This Location Will Be Used
for the Lead and Copper Sample Site Plan.
KDHE intends to do away with all the paper
associated with the current Lead and Copper
Testing process. When LCRR testing is due,
water systems will review the LSLI spreadsheet
to ensure the sample sites chosen are correct and
the inventory is up to date. The idea is to make
the process more streamlined. Did I mention
that EPA is increasing the number of
certifications from 2 to 22!
Columns T through Y are highlighted in
yellow and locked to editing. The cells will
auto-calculate based on the answers given in the
other cells. The yellow columns will help
KDHE track sampling Tiers and lead line
replacement progress if a water system should
exceed the AL or TL for lead and need to have a
LSLR Plan. KDHE intends to create some
guidance for the LSLR Plan creation. Some
required elements of the LSLR Plan are: 1)
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for
identifying the composition of unknown service
lines; 2) LSL replacement; 3) notifying
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customers before working on LSLs and
mitigation strategies for after the work;
4) a LSLR prioritization strategy for
disadvantaged consumers; and, 5) a
strategy to accommodate customers
unable or unwilling to fund
replacement of their water lines. I
wouldn’t get too worked up on these
requirements quite yet. When KDHE’s
guidance document is released, we
should better understand the specifics.
If you’ve made it this far, you must
be a glutton for punishment. I
recommend taking notice of anytime a
service line is exposed and
documenting what is found. Column Z
is the Source of Information Used for
Service Line Identification. Wherever
the information on the SERVICE
LINE came from, write it there. If it’s
in the plans and specs for that project,
write Construction Plans. If the line is
exposed and the operator remembers it,
write Visual by Excavation. It doesn’t
need to be complicated. Systems can
also add columns on the end. If a
customer did give the operator a onefingered salute, make a Column AA
and write Declined or One-Fingered
Salute or whatever makes sense to

Change is not always bad. Unfortunately,
nowadays it’s always expensive. The changes to
how water systems handle lead lines are coming.
And they will affect every water system in the
country, leaded or not. The best time to start
preparing for those changes is now.
document the progress of the
spreadsheet.
The LSLI spreadsheet is intended to
be updated as services are added and
infrastructure is replaced. Systems
must submit an updated version to
KDHE at least every time lead and
copper sampling is due. My
recommendation is to start. Download
the sheet and take time to input service
addresses and the information you
know. I would hope that is a “rain day”
job but since we have had so few, it’s
probably a low priority. At the very
least, inform the water system
board/council/decision makers of the
LSLI requirements. Someone in the
system will have to spend hours
working on it.

Change is not always bad.
Unfortunately, nowadays it’s always
expensive. The changes to how water
systems handle lead lines are coming.
And they will affect every water
system in the country, leaded or not.
The best time to start preparing for
those changes is now.
Daryn Martin began work
with KRWA in August
2019. He previously was a
Water Program Inspector
and Environmental
Program Administrator at
KDHE’s Wichita office.
Prior to joining KDHE, he
worked as an operator in the El Dorado
Water Treatment Plant. He holds a Class IV
water operator certification.
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